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Why a chatbot? Democratize medical KG for all

More and more knowledge graphs in healthcare, but only experts can use them.

● For people who can neither read nor write, let alone program (in Cypher)
● For the visually impaired

● Voice is 2-3 times faster than typing
● Hands-free interactions are required in some scenarios (surgical rooms and dust-free labs)
● Between patient-doctor there is a information asymmetry, patients need to know more

● Simplify complex concepts
● Connect the personal, specific medical histories to the public, general & authoritative 

knowledge



Interface



The architecture

English
German
Chinese
Japanese
…



Natural Language Understanding (NLU): GPT-3

GPT-3GPT-3

Which pathogen 
causes COVID-19?

EnglishOther languages English Cypher

Lung cancer is a leading cause of cancer death 
among men and women in industrialized 
countries. Small cell lung carcinoma (SCLC) is a 
highly aggressive neoplasm, which accounts for 
approximately 25% of all lung cancer cases. 
Molecular mechanisms altered in SCLC include 
induced expression of oncogene, MYC, and loss 
of tumorsuppressor genes, such as p53, PTEN, 
RB, and FHIT. The overexpression of MYC 
proteins in SCLC is largely a result of gene 
amplification. Such overexpression leads to more 
rapid proliferation and loss of terminal 
differentiation. 

Lung cancer is a type of cancer 
that starts in the lungs. Small cell 
lung carcinoma (SCLC) is a very 
aggressive type of lung cancer 
that makes up about 25% of all 
lung cancer cases. There are 
some genes that help control 
how fast cells grow and when 
they die.
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Demo



“EGF up-regulates miR-31 through the C/EBPβ signal cascade in oral carcinoma”

EGF,upregulate,miR-31

miR-31
upregulate
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Neo4j
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Use GPT-3 to extract relationships from raw texts



“In chicken, adiposity is influenced by hepatic stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD) 1. This gene is up-regulated by low-fat 
high-carbohydrate diet and down-regulated by addition of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA).. …”

“hepatic stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD) 1 is up-regulated by …”

[“In chicken ...”, 
“hepatic stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD) 1 is up-regulated by …”]

spaCy splits the sentences

Hugging face filters the list with NER

GPT-3 extracts relationships

Crosslingual Coreference resolves pronouns and acronyms

In chicken, … hepatic stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD) 1. hepatic stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD) 1 is up-regulated by …

low-fat high-carbohydrate diet,upregulate,SCD1  
addition of PUFA,downregulate,SCD1



Import the relationships



Interchangeable components for different purposes



Doctor.ai, an AI-Powered Virtual Voice Assistant for Health Care (https://medium.com/p/8c09af65aabb)

Transfer Knowledge Graphs to Doctor.ai 
(https://towardsdatascience.com/transfer-knowledge-graphs-to-doctor-ai-cc21765fa8a6)

Use Crosslingual Coreference, spaCy, Hugging face and GPT-3 to Extract Relationships from Long Texts 
(https://medium.com/geekculture/use-crosslingual-coreference-spacy-hugging-face-and-gpt-3-to-extract-r
elationships-from-long-17a9f7f48b9a)

Relationship Extraction with GPT-3 (https://medium.com/p/bb019dcf41e5)

ELI5 Medical Texts with GPT-3 (https://medium.com/p/a5c2c4580977)

https://github.com/dgg32/doctorai_eli5

https://github.com/dgg32/huggingface_gpt3

Publications and repos
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